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On April 12, 2013, U.S. Senators and key stakeholders in agriculture work came to an agreement on
immigration reform.[1] The substance of the agreement is a new guest worker program designed to
phase out the current H-2A program.[2] 
 
Under the existing H-2A program, U.S. employers can apply for the authorization to employ foreign
nationals for agricultural work of a "temporary or seasonal nature."[3] Qualified H-2A applicants are
those employers who are able to "demonstrate that there are not sufficient U.S. workers who are
able, willing, qualified, and available to do the temporary work."[4] Pursuant to the current H-2A
program, hired agriculture workers are given temporary, non-immigrant status that lasts for a
maximum of three years.[5] Generally, the agriculture worker has to leave the United States at the
end of the three-year term and is eligible to seek readmission if he/she has been absent from the
country for three uninterrupted months.[6] Stakeholders of agriculture work complain the H-2A
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program is difficult to use and that its restrictions fail to accomodate agriculture work that lasts year
round.[7] 
 
The proposed guest worker program, however, would authorize agricultural guest worker visas that
last for three years and that could be used year-round.[8] While the number of permissible visas for
the guest workers would be capped at 337,000 in a three-year period,[9] the proposed guest worker
program still receives praise from many agricultural employers for accommodating year-round
employment and for relieving the stress often associated with the fear of immigration audits.[10] 
 
The fear of immigration audits likely stems from the difficulty U.S. agriculture employers have
recruiting U.S. employees willing to do the extremely arduous, low-paying labor coupled with the
fact that it is relatively easy for undocumented aliens to provide seemingly legitimate
documentation. The source of this fear raises interesting questions relating to the reasons the
government has implemented guest worker programs. Is the refusal of the American people to take
agriculture jobs so significant that the government has been forced to create guest worker programs?
Opponents of the proposed guest worker program suggest that, if that is the case, the "obvious
solution" to the deficit of "legal laborers" in agricultural work is simply to offer better wages.[11] 
 
I am not so sure I agree that offering better wages is the "obvious solution" to the shortage of U.S.
agriculture workers; there seems to be something more than a mere lack of financial incentive at
play. While the jobs guest workers are hired to perform help to advance our agriculture industry and
to stock our grocery store shelves, I do not think performing manual agricultural labor is what a lot
of Americans envision as their American Dream, nor as one of the opportunities in the pursuit of
that end. 
______________________ 
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